MFA Thesis Declaration of Intent

NAME: ________________________________

DATE: ________________________________

**Time Frame:** This form must be filled out the semester before you plan to submit your thesis proposal to the Graduate Committee; i.e., two semesters before you plan to take English 7900: Research and Thesis Seminar. Submit form to the MFA Coordinator.

Semester you plan on writing your thesis proposal: ____________________

Semester you plan on writing your thesis: ____________________

**Thesis Project Overview:** Indicate your chosen genre, and give a general idea of the subjects and/or themes of your work.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

**Request Faculty Advisor:** Below, please list three faculty members with whom you might like to work on your thesis; feel free to consult with the Graduate Director or MFA Coordinator for suggestions. After each advisor’s name, give a brief explanation of why you wish to work with this faculty member, including any classes you have taken with him or her. The Graduate Committee may also recommend possible advisors.

Faculty Advisor #1: ________________________________

Explanation: ______________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Faculty Advisor #2: ________________________________

Explanation: ______________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Faculty Advisor #3: ________________________________

Explanation: ______________________________________

________________________________________________________________________